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Crisp air, roaring waterfalls, unpolluted sea waters, ice 
covered volcanoes, mossy lava slopes, shimmering 
Northern Lights... the ‘land of fire and ice’ has a unique and 
transformative effect on your mind, body, and spirit. 

The power of Icelandic nature has influenced Kalastyle’s 
latest collection of soaps and candles. Hallo Iceland uses 
ingredients from nature which are hand-harvested by an 
award-winning Icelandic biologist. We are honored to offer 
these products to you.

why Iceland?
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HALLÓ ICELAND
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Product No. 472

4.3 oz. bar 
$3.75 ea. 
12 pack

Product No. 477

4.3 oz. bar 
$3.75 ea. 
12 pack

Halló Sapa™ Icelandic
Volcanic Ash Soap 
Sustainable I Rainforest Alliance Soap Base

Made from the volcanic ash of geothermal 
Iceland’s lavafields, HALLÓ SAPA Volcanic 
Ash Soaps are rich in antibacterial sulphur 
that slows down the skin’s aging process by 
stimulating collagen production. The purify-
ing volcanic ash is active, allowing  
it to absorb dirt & toxins.

Used as a skin care remedy in Iceland for 
centuries, the volcanic ash is known as 
“Mother Nature’s skin purifier”, naturally 
drawing out impurities while providing  
an incredible exfoliation. One of our 
best-selling bars.

Halló Sapa™ Icelandic
Angelica Herb Soap 
Sustainable I Rainforest Alliance Soap Base

Made with the pressed oil and hand-har-
vested leaves of geothermal Iceland’s 
native Angelica Herb, these soaps are rich 
in the herb’s high level of chlorophyll, which 
keeps skin soft and hydrated. A natural 
detoxifier, the oil is abundant in antioxidants 
& skin-healthy enzymes.

Known as the “Super Herb”, Angelica grows 
near pristine waterfalls and coastlines, and 
has been used in Iceland for over 1,000 
years. Its natural scent will fill your shower 
(or bath) with cool, earthy, herbaceous 
aromas.

NEW

NEW

7 66257 00472 6

7 66257 00477 1
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7 66257 00480 1

7 66257 00485 6

Product No. 480 

4.3 oz. bar 
$3.75 ea. 
12 pack

Product No. 485 

4.3 oz. bar 
$3.75 ea. 
12 pack

Halló Sapa™ Icelandic Kelp Soap 
Sustainable I Rainforest Alliance Soap Base

Icelandic Kelp (Laminaria Hyperborea)  
grows in the pure, unpolluted, nutrient-rich 
seawaters of geothermal Iceland. The 
kelp is known for its ability to absorb high 
amounts of sea minerals. The fortified kelp 
of these Nordic waters nurtures the skin 
and helps it retain moisture. 

Halló Sapa™ Kelp Soap is formulated with 
wild, hand-harvested Icelandic Sea Kelp, 
soothing Litsea Fruit Oil, and our sustain-
able soap base. Perfect for all  
skin types, including dry/combination skin.

Halló Sapa™ Icelandic Moss Soap 
Sustainable I Rainforest Alliance Soap Base

Icelandic Moss (Cetraria Islandica)  
is a lichen that grows abundantly on  
lava slopes, plains, and pristine  
mountainous regions of geothermal Iceland. 
Moss lichens naturally absorb powerful 
nutrients from these unpolluted environ-
ments, and have been used since ancient 
times to help soothe and protect the skin.

Halló Sapa™ Moss Soap is formulated  
with wild, hand-harvested Icelandic Moss, 
antioxidant-rich sage essential oil, and  
our sustainable soap base. Great for all 
skin types, including oily/acne-prone skin.
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7 66257 00481 8

7 66257 00486 3

Product No. 481

3 oz. candle 
$7.00 ea. 
6 pack

Product No. 486

3 oz. candle 
$7.00 ea. 
6 pack

Halló Kerti™ Kelp Candle
Handcrafted I GMO- free 100% Soy Base

Light up and chill out. Few things will help 
you melt away stress like the glow of our 
beautiful Halló Kerti candles. Handcrafted 
with environmentally sustainable  
soybeans, each votive captures the  
natural, undisturbed auras of Iceland. 

The Kelp Candle will transform your space 
and invite a sense of peace and healing 
with a harmonious blend of sea kelp, 
sweet fennel, litsea fruit and thyme oil. 

• Clean 20-hour burn time 

• Domestically grown, sustainable soy

Halló Kerti™ Moss Candle
Handcrafted I GMO- free 100% Soy Base

Light up and chill out. Few things will help 
you melt away stress like the glow of our 
beautiful Halló Kerti candles. Handcrafted 
with environmentally sustainable  
soybeans, each votive captures the  
natural, undisturbed auras of Iceland. 

The Moss Candle will transform your 
space and invite a sense of grounding  
and healing with earthy elements of  
green moss, sage leaf, palo santo  
and star anise.

 

• Clean 20-hour burn time 

• Domestically grown, sustainable soy
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7 66257 00471 9

7 66257 00476 4

Product No. 471

3 oz. candle 
$7.00 ea. 
6 pack

Product No. 476

3 oz. candle 
$7.00 ea. 
6 pack

Halló Kerti™ Volcanic Ash Candle
Handcrafted I GMO- free 100% Soy Base

Light up and chill out. Few things will help 
you melt away stress like the glow of our 
beautiful Halló Kerti candles. Handcrafted 
with environmentally sustainable  
soybeans, each votive captures the  
natural, undisturbed auras of Iceland. 

The Volcanic Ash Candle will transform 
your space and invite a sense of energy 
and healing with a rich blend of smoked 
wood, cedar leaf, elemi and birch oil. 

• Clean 20-hour burn time 

• Domestically grown, sustainable soy

Halló Kerti™ Angelica Herb Candle 
Handcrafted I GMO- free 100% Soy Base

Light up and chill out. Few things will help 
you melt away stress like the glow of our 
beautiful Halló Kerti candles. Handcrafted 
with environmentally sustainable  
soybeans, each votive captures the  
natural, undisturbed auras of Iceland. 

The Angelica Herb Candle will transform 
your space and invite a sense of  
enlightenment and and healing with  
an aromatic medley of matcha tea,  
lemon, bergamot and eucalyptus oils.

• Clean 20-hour burn time 

• Domestically grown, sustainable soy
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Fresh from the sea comes our #1 best-selling 
brand of sustainable soaps, hand-poured candles, 
shea butter hand cremes, and natural liquid hand 
soaps.

Inspired by the simplicity of Scandinavian design, 
and our home, the Ocean State (Rhode Island), 
this line features beautiful seaside ingredients that 
are free of harsh chemicals, parabens, sulfates,  
silicones, and gluten. Everything is vegan & cruelty 
free.

From the sea to your sink & shower, the Swedish 
Dream collection feels like a day at the beach.             

Welcome aboard!  

® 



Our Swedish Dream boats are handmade in the Ocean State, RI. Photo: Jamestown, RI.
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7.75”

21.75” wide

29”

7.75” deep

I already carry this line and it does really 
well in my store! I just want the empty boat 
to increase visibility, organize my merch, 
and help turn sales even faster. 

Smart move. We got you covered!

Each Swedish Dream® boat is carefully hand-
made in the Ocean State (RI), USA and comes 
fully assembled. The boats are lightweight, 
easy to clean, and durable. They can be dis-
played 2 ways - either free standing (tabletop) 
or wall mounted (small holes are pre-drilled). 
So easy! 
Need to restock? Fill your empty boat however 
you’d like. We have tons of product to choose 
from!

I love this line! Where should I start?

With our #1 best-selling starter bundle, 
the Swedish Dream® Little Dinghy.

But I have a really small store. 

Perfect! All you need is 22 inches of space
to showcase the best-selling essentials. 
The boat makes a great statement, comes
pre-assembled and does the display work for you!

The Swedish Dream® Dinghy Bundle includes:

Sea Salt Hand Creme (12) 
Sea Aster Hand Creme (12) 
Seaweed Hand Creme (12) 
Sea Salt Soap (12) 
Sea Aster Soap (12) 
Seaweed Soap (12) 
Sea Salt Candle (6) 
Sea Aster Candle (6) 
Seaweed Candle (6)
Handmade Swedish Dream® Dinghy Boat (1)

Product No. 599 
$780

7 66257 00599 0

Product No. 573 
$180  
For empty boat only 

7 66257 00573 0

Our Swedish Dream boats are handmade in the Ocean State, RI. Photo: Jamestown, RI.
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45” tall

7.75” deep

23.75”wide

I already carry this line. I just want the empty 
boat to increase visibility, organize my merch, 
and help turn sales even faster.

Great! You can get just the empty boat and fill it
however you’d like.

Each Swedish Dream® boat is carefully hand-
made in the Ocean State (RI), USA and comes 
fully assembled. The boats are lightweight, 
easy to clean, and durable. They can be dis-
played 2 ways - either free standing (tabletop) or 
wall-mounted (small holes are pre-drilled  for your 
convenience). So easy! 

Friendly suggestion: use the lip at the bottom to
display your testers. This will result in more sales.

7 66257 00571 6

Product No. 571 
$240 
For empty boat only 

This line does really well for me.
I’m ready to make a statement and tell
the whole story.

You’re ready for the Dream Boat.
Also, we love you.

The Swedish Dream® Dream Boat Bundle includes:

Sea Salt Liquid Hand Soap (6)
Seaweed Liquid Hand Soap (6) 
Sea Salt Soap Gift Box (2) 
Sea Salt Soap & Hand Creme Gift Set (2) 
Sea Aster Hand Creme (12) 
Sea Salt Hand Creme (12) 
Seaweed Hand Creme (12) 
Sea Aster Soap (12) 
Sea Salt Soap (12) 
Seaweed Soap (12) 
Sea Aster Candle (6) 
Sea Salt Candle (6)
Seaweed Candle (6)
Handmade Swedish Dream® Dream Boat (1)

Product No. 600 
$930 

7 66257 00600 3
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7 66257 00588 4

Product No. 588

.75 fl. oz. tube 
$2.50 ea. 
12 tubes per displayer 

Product No. 598

.75 fl. oz. tube 
$2.50 ea. 
12 tubes per displayer

Product No. 597

.75 fl. oz. tube 
$2.50 ea. 
12 tubes per displayer

Swedish Dream® Travel Size
Sea Salt Hand Creme 
4 essential oils I 20% Shea Butter
 

Sea Salt Hand Cremes come in a cool 
countertop displayer, filled with 12 travel
size tubes, the perfect by-the-register
impulse purchase!

Already have the displayer and just need a 
refill? Stock up & order the cremes in bulk
(refer to price sheet, sku #584).

Swedish Dream® Travel Size
Sea Aster Hand Creme 
4 essential oils I 20% Shea Butter

Sea Aster Hand Cremes come in a cool 
countertop displayer, filled with 12 travel 
size tubes, the perfect by-the-register 
impulse purchase!

Already have the displayer and just need a 
refill? Stock up & order the cremes in bulk
(refer to price sheet, sku #596).

Swedish Dream® Travel Size 
Seaweed Hand Creme 
4 essential oils I 20% Shea Butter

Seaweed Hand Cremes come in a cool 
countertop displayer, filled with 12 travel 
size tubes, the perfect by-the-register 
impulse purchase!

Already have the displayer and just need a 
refill? Stock up & order the cremes in bulk
(refer to price sheet, sku #595).

NEW

NEW

7 66257 00598 3

7 66257 00597 6
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7 66257 00577 8

7 66257 00579 2

7 66257 00570 9

Swedish Dream® Sea Salt Candle
Hand- poured I GMO-free 100% Soy Base

 

Fresh from the sea to light up your day (and night) comes the 
Sea Salt Candle. Locally hand poured in Upstate New York, this 
incredible candle features a GMO-free soy wax base and sturdy 
cotton wick, for an extra clean & beautiful burn. Enjoy 80 hours of 
our signature sea salt scent: crisp, salty, ocean air – just like a 
day at the beach!

Swedish Dream® Sea Salt Hand Creme
4 essential oils I 20% Shea Butter

 

Smooth sailing for your skin begins with a rich formula of  
20% natural shea butter, infusions of sunflower, lavender,  
calendula, & olive oils, and the aura of Swedish Dream® Sea Salt. 
Naturally good with none of the bad stuff, this product is free  
of phthalates, parabens, sulfates, gluten & EDTA. Also available 
in Travel Size!

Swedish Dream® Sea Salt Soap
Sustainable I Rainforest Alliance Soap Base

 

Need some Vitamin Sea? Our No.1 best-selling soap will make 
your bathing experience invigorating and refreshing! Our classic, 
crisp, “like a day at the beach” sea salt scent, combined with 
a rich foamy lather and natural exfoliators will keep skin soft & 
smooth all day. Great for a skin-healthy shave too! Drop the soap 
in a mug and lather up, or use it for legs!

Product No. 577

10 oz. candle 
$12.50 ea. 
6 pack

Product No. 579

3 oz. tube 
$6.75 ea. 
12 pack

Product No. 570

4.3 oz. bar  
$3.75 ea. 
12 pack
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7 66257 00591 4

7 66257 00582 2

7 66257 00578 5

Product No. 591

3 oz. tube 
$6.75 ea. 
12 pack

Product No. 578

4.3 oz. bar 
$3.75 ea. 
12 pack

Product No. 582

10 oz. candle 
$12.50 ea. 
6 pack

Swedish Dream® Sea Aster Soap 
Sustainable I Rainforest Alliance Soap Base

Harvested from salty sea marshes in late September, this resil-
ient flower is often called “Summer’s Farewell”, and is packed 
with nutrients to help calm & soothe any redness or inflamma-
tion in the skin, including sunburn. Aromas of earthy seagrass 
and warm, sun-drenched driftwood instantly calm the senses. 
Excellent for all skin types, including sensitive & acne prone. 

Swedish Dream® Sea Aster Candle 
Hand-poured I GMO-free 100% Soy Base

Fresh from the sea to light up your day (and night) comes the  
Sea Aster Candle. Locally hand poured in Upstate New York,  
this incredible candle features a GMO-free soy wax base and 
sturdy cotton wick, for an extra clean & beautiful burn. Enjoy  
80 hours of our signature sea aster scent: earthy seagrass & 
warm, sun-drenched driftwood.

Swedish Dream® Sea Aster Hand Creme 
4 essential oils I 20% Shea Butter

Rough fingertips, cracked hands, and dry knuckles are NO match 
for this luxurious hand creme! Our rich blend of 20% natural shea 
butter combined with infusions of sunflower, lavender, calendula, 
olive oils, and sea aster essence provide deep moisture with  
a non-greasy finish. Earthy, warm, summer aromas will transport 
you to your favorite seaside while remaining free of phthalates, 
parabens, and sulfates.

Made Locally – USA
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Swedish Dream® Seaweed Candle
Hand- poured I GMO-free 100% Soy Base

Fresh from the sea to light up your day (and night) comes the 
Seaweed Candle. Locally hand poured in Upstate New York, this 
incredible candle features a GMO-free soy wax base and sturdy 
cotton wick, for an extra clean & beautiful burn. Enjoy 80 hours 
of our signature seaweed scent: a cool, sea lily summer breeze, 
with just a hint of sweetness.

Swedish Dream® Seaweed Hand Creme 
4 essential oils I 20% Shea Butter

Smooth sailing for your skin begins with a rich formula of 20% 
natural shea butter, infusions of sunflower, lavender, calendula, 
& olive oils, and the aura of Swedish Dream® Seaweed. Naturally 
good with none of the bad stuff, this product is free of phthalates, 
parabens, sulfates, gluten & EDTA.

Swedish Dream® Seaweed Soap
Sustainable I Rainforest Alliance Soap Base

Active marine algae extracted from select seaweeds act as a 
protective moisturizer and a nutrient for the skin. The removal 
of dead surface cells allows the soap to prepare the skin to be 
moisturized while showering. The Seaweed is a gentle clarifier, 
removing impurities, and leaving the skin ultra fresh, clean & soft. 
These skin-boosting properties combined with our classic, cool, 
sea lily scent make this a top-selling bar.

Product No. 581

10 oz. Candle 
$12.50 ea. 
6 pack

Product No. 583

3 oz. tube 
$6.75 ea. 
12 pack

Product No. 575

4.3 oz. bar 
$3.75 ea. 
12 pack

7 66257 00581 5

7 66257 00583 9

7 66257 00575 4
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Swedish Dream®  
Sea Salt Liquid Hand Soap 
Natural Flower Extracts I Plant-derived Ingredients
 

Swedish Dream®

Seaweed Liquid Hand Soap
Natural Flower Extracts I Plant-derived Ingredients
 

Made with sea kelp and natural flower 
extracts, our Swedish Dream® Seaweed 
Hand Soap lathers beautifully into an  
aromatic, hydrating, and relaxing hand 
wash. Thoroughly cleanses hands with 
Aloe Vera, Lavender & Calendula flower-
extracts, and NO harsh chemicals,  
leaving skin oh-so soft to the touch.

Smells like beach heaven, all year  
round. Repeat after us: Pump. Lather.  
Sail Away! Vegan & plant-based glycerin.  
NO parabens, sulfates, silicones, or EDTA. 

Suds up and say hello to your NEW  
favorite bathroom & kitchen sink  
essential! Our Swedish Dream® Sea Salt 
Hand Soap lathers beautifully into an 
aromatic, hydrating, and relaxing hand 
wash. Thoroughly cleanses hands with 
Aloe Vera, Lavender & Calendula flower 
extracts, and NO harsh chemicals,  
leaving skin oh-so soft to the touch.

Smells like beach heaven, all year round. 
Repeat after us: Pump. Lather. Sail Away! 
Vegan & plant-based glycerin. NO para-
bens, sulfates, silicones, or EDTA.

7 66257 00593 8

Product No. 593

8 oz. bottle 
$5.50 ea. 
12 pack

7 66257 00590 7

Product No. 590

8 oz. bottle 
$5.50 ea. 
12 pack





 Swedish Dream® 
SEA SALT
Sea Foams

Dock the Swedish Dream Sea Salt Foam Boat in your
bathroom and come aboard! Launch a foam and your bath
will be whipped into a heady, moisturizing froth with the scent
of white ocean surf. Just relax, close your eyes, and drift away
to the sunny seaside on a warm summer day. Made with
coconut oil, shea butter, and salt, the Sea Salt Sea Foams
will soften your skin and leave you scented like an ocean
breeze. Recycle your boat to stash cotton balls, cotton swabs, 
and other bathroom accessories.

Product No. 594

Six 3 oz. foams per boat 
$10
6 pack

7 66257 00594 5
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7 66257 00586 0

7 66257 00587 7

7 66257 00589 1

Product No. 586

Two 4.3 oz. bars 
$7.00 ea. 
6 pack

Product No. 587

1.8 oz. bar &  
.75 fl. oz. creme 
$5.25 ea. 
6 pack

Product No. 589

1.8 oz. bar 
$2.00 ea. 
Displayer holds  
12 soaps

Swedish Dream®  
2-bar Sea Salt Soap Gift Box 
Sustainable I Rainforest Alliance Soap Base
 

Our best-selling bars sit perfectly in a 
classically dressed unisex gift box,  
featuring red & white nautical stripes.  
A timeless gift for any sea salt sailor!

Swedish Dream®  
Soap & Hand Creme Gift Box 
Sustainable I 4 essential oils & 20% Shea Butter
 

Our best-selling soap & hand creme  
make the perfect pair in this nautical blue 
packaging featuring our iconic anchor.  
A timeless gift for any sea salt sailor!

Swedish Dream®  
Pocket Size Sea Salt Soap 
Sustainable I Rainforest Alliance Soap Base
 

Sea Salt Soaps come in a countertop 
displayer, filled with 12 travel size soaps 
made for easy purchasing. Need a refill? 
Stock up & get 24 pieces (No. 585, bulk).



7 62570 02008 5

Product No. 2008

9 oz. bar 
$5.00 ea. 
12 pack

Made Locally – USA

Save Water - Shower with a Friend Soap
The Statement Soap I Certified Organic Aloe Vera Juice

Everyone on the planet needs clean water to live, and we all need  
to protect and conserve our natural resources as best we can. The grapefruit and  

organic aloe vera juice SAVE WATER SOAP is a shower friendly reminder.  
It comes with a statement of 21 ways to save water everyday.  
Showering with a friend is only one and certainly the most fun!  

Here at KALASTYLE, we believe that even if the savings seems small,  
every drop will really count when it’s gone. So please,  

 SAVE WATER, SHOWER WITH A FRIEND!



MODERN WASH
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7 66257 03701 4

7 66257 03702 1

7 66257 03700 7

Product No. 3701

3.5 oz. bar 
$4.50 ea. 
12 pack

Product No. 3702

3.5 oz. bar 
$4.50 ea. 
12 pack

Product No. 3700

3.5 oz. bar 
$4.50 ea. 
12 pack

 Made locally- USA
Modern Wash™ Avocado Soap 
Sustainable I Rainforest Alliance Soap Base

Need a skin smoothie? Our Avocado Soap has one of the  
most luxurious lathers of any bar on the planet. Loaded with 
skin-feeding nutrients like beta carotene, potassium, lecithin,  
and Vitamins A, D, & E, Avocado Oil moisturizes and protects  
your skin. Grapefruit Peel Extract helps even out skin tone  
while adding a refreshing citrus kick in your shower. This  
antioxidant-rich wash will soothe & smooth, from head to toe! 
Made with our sustainable soap base.

Modern Wash™ Coconut Soap 
Sustainable I Rainforest Alliance Soap Base

Is there anything more luscious than a coconut? We’ve been told 
this soap smells like the perfect beach vacation, and we have 
to agree! Loaded with ultra-hydrating coconut oil and micro-bits 
of coconut shell, this bar provides uplifting aromas and next-lev-
el softness for your skin. Naturally antibacterial, coconut oil is 
known as a tropical treasure, packing in deep moisture while 
boosting skin’s radiance, and helping prevent signs of premature 
aging. Glow-getter!

Modern Wash™ Coffee Soap 
Sustainable I Rainforest Alliance Soap Base

It’s time to say goodbye to tired-looking skin and awaken your 
senses! For less mess, easy grip, & half the cost, trade in that 
bag of loose coffee-grind-body-scrub for your new favorite bar 
(your clogged drains will thank you)! Loaded with crushed,  
antioxidant-rich espresso beans, our Coffee Soap provides a 
natural exfoliation while caffeine helps target puffiness, redness, 
cellulite, and dead skin cells. Perk up your skincare routine, and 
get your (bar) scrub on!
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7 66257 00541 9

7 66257 00544 0

7 66257 00540 2

Product No. 541

2.25 oz. bar 
$3 ea.  
12 pack

Product No. 544

Two 2.25 oz. bars 
$4.75 ea.  
12 pack

Product No. 540

Six 2.25 oz. bars 
$10 ea.  
6 pack

Eggwhite Facial 6 Bar Gift Box 
Removes Impurities I Purifies & Tightens Pores

One of our best-selling bars, this amazing soap washes off dirt & 
makeup while gently removing everyday impurities and delivering 
oh-so soft, glowing skin. Six beauty bars come packed in this 
sweet & lovely gift box. A six month supply in every box, a facial 
in every wash!

Eggwhite & Chamomile Flower Facial Soap 
Removes Impurities I Purifies & Tightens Pores I Restores Glow 

Raise the bar on your current skincare routine, and say  
hello to the Best 5 Minute Facial on the planet! Always a top
seller, this amazing soap washes off dirt & makeup while gently 
removing everyday impurities, tightens pores, and delivers oh-so 
soft, glowing skin. If you haven’t tried this product, it’s time to  
get your #eggwhitemaskon! Great for all skin types.

Eggwhite Facial 2 Bar Gift Box 
Removes Impurities I Purifies & Tightens Pores 

One of our best-selling bars, this amazing soap washes off dirt & 
makeup while gently removing everyday impurities and delivering 
oh-so soft, glowing skin. Two beauty bars come packed in this 
sweet, yellow gift box- perfect for keeping one bar by the sink 
and one in the shower! Added bonus: use this soap to clean your 
makeup brushes once a week- results are uh-maze-ing.
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KALASTYLE BEAUTY

How it works:
Just add water to work up a protein-rich, eggwhite foam. 
Apply lather generously to face & neck.  Leave mask on for 
5-10 minutes.  Rinse with lukewarm water, and watch a fresh 
glow appear.
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GAL LIP BALMS
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8 410225 001492

Product No. 149/U

15 ml tin  
$3.50 ea.  
12 pack displayer

Sweet Violet Lip Balm
Made in Madrid, Spain I Vintage Tin

Not just the color of the year, this gently sweet,  
floral and memorable Violet Lip Balm bathes your  
lips in rich, soothing moisture. 

Handbag-friendly, this mood-boosting and conditioning lip  
treatment adds a healthy, stick-free shine any time of day.  
Perfect for layering underneath lipstick, or on its own for  
a more natural look.

8 410225 001478

8 410225 001485

Product No. 147/U

15 ml tin  
$3.50 ea.  
12 pack displayer

Product No. 148/U

15 ml tin  
$3.50 ea.  
12 pack displayer

Rich Red Currant Lip Balm 
Made in Madrid, Spain I Vintage Tin

A consistent best-seller, the Red Currant Lip Balm packs  
full-bodied flavor of deep, lush berries, and bathes your lips  
in rich moisture.

Handbag-friendly, this mood-boosting and conditioning  
lip treatment adds a healthy, stick-free shine any time  
of day. Perfect for layering underneath lipstick, or on its  
own for a more natural look.

(Aren’t You A) Peach Lip Balm 

Made in Madrid, Spain I Vintage Tin

In a word, yum. The vibrant, happy, and unmistakable notes  
of this Peach Lip Balm will bathe your lips in rich, soothing  
moisture.

Handbag-friendly, this mood-boosting and conditioning lip  
treatment adds a healthy, stick-free shine any time of day.  
Perfect for layering underneath lipstick, or on its own for  
a more natural look.

Perfumeria Gal Lip Balms 

One of the best-selling Spanish cosmetics of all time, Perfumeria Gal Lip Balms have been soothing cracked, dry lips for over 
100 years. Imported from Madrid, these fragrant beauty balms come housed in iconic Art Nouveau tins and are the perfect size 
for pockets, purses and night stands. Each flavor provides gorgeous, universally flattering shine, without a hint of stickiness.  
Have a little extra on your finger after you dip? Perfect. Show your cuticles some love!
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8 410225 509387

Product No. 8556

15 ml tin  
$3.50 ea.  
12 pack displayer

Sunny Strawberry Lip Balm
Made in Madrid, Spain I Vintage Tin

Who doesn’t love the taste of a ripe, juicy strawberry?  
Freshly picked, the Strawberry Lip Balm will bathe your  
lips in soothing moisture.

Handbag-friendly, this mood-boosting and conditioning  
lip treatment adds a healthy, stick-free shine any time  
of day. Perfect for layering underneath lipstick, or on its  
own for a more natural look.

8 410225 510673

Product No. 1242

15 ml tin  
$3.50 ea.  
12 pack displayer

Classic Vanilla Lip Balm
Made in Madrid, Spain I Vintage Tin

Always a crowd pleaser. The classic, perfectly delicious  
notes of the Vanilla Lip Balm will bathe your lips (and kisses)  
in rich, beautiful moisture.

Handbag-friendly, this mood-boosting and conditioning  
lip treatment adds a healthy, stick-free shine any time  
of day. Perfect for layering underneath lipstick, or on its  
own for a more natural look.

8 410225 509394

Product No. 8557

15 ml tin  
$3.50 ea.  
12 pack displayer

Zesty Orange Lip Balm
Made in Madrid, Spain I Vintage Tin

Need a pick-me-up? The bright, fresh, mood- 
boosting flavor of the Orange Lip Balm will  
have your senses feeling upbeat in no time.

Handbag-friendly, this mood-boosting and conditioning  
lip treatment adds a healthy, stick-free shine any time  
of day. Perfect for layering underneath lipstick, or on its  
own for a more natural look.
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NEW
Gal Balm Displayers
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7 66257 00535 8

Product No. 535

1.76 oz. bar  
$2.25 ea.  
12 pack

Swedish Dream® Sunflower Facial Soap
Sustainable I Rainforest Alliance Certified Soap Base

Wake up dry skin with Swedish Dream Sunflower facial Soap. It 
is extremely beneficial in the daily cleansing of very dry or aged 
skin. The extract from sunflower seeds is a rich emollient high in 
essential fatty acids which are good for your skin.

The single Sunflower Soap is just so sweet. It is a nice little gift 
and perfect for travel. Locally made – USA.

7 66257 00500 6

Product No. 500

4, 1.76 oz. bars  
$6.75 ea.  
6 pack

Swedish Dream® Sunflower Facial Soap
Sustainable I Rainforest Alliance Certified Soap Base

Wake up dry skin with Swedish Dream Sunflower facial Soap. It 
is extremely beneficial in the daily cleansing of very dry or aged 
skin. The extract from sunflower seeds is a rich emollient high in 
essential fatty acids which are good for your skin.

The Sunflower Soap Four Bar Giftbox is always an appreciated 
gift. Women of all ages love being on the receiving end of these 
specialty facial soaps. Locally made – USA.

7 66257 00912 7

Product No. 912

300 ml/10 oz. bottle. 
$4.50 ea. 
6 pack

Roberts® Florentine Rosewater
3 Rose Extracts I Multipurpose Toner 

In 1867, Italian herbalist (Henry Roberts) created an unmistakable 
rose tonic that Florentine women could not be without. Made with 
pure, distilled spring water and the extracts of 3 roses, the effect 
on the skin is a perfect combination of dewy glow and revitalized 
freshness.  

A multipurpose beauty elixir, use Roberts Rosewater as a face & 
body toner, or toss a capful into your bath for a refreshing soak! 
Add a splash to your delicates for a lovely rose scent or fill a 
spray bottle & refrigerate for a cool skin spritz!
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7 66257 02917 0

7 66257 02915 6

Product No. 2917

5.3 oz. bar 
$4.25 ea. 
12 pack

Product No. 2915

5.8 oz. bar 
$4.25 ea. 
12 pack

Made Locally – USA

Cedar Wood Soap 
Sustainable I Rainforest Alliance Soap Base

One of our best-sellers, the Cedar Wood Soap has warm, woodsy 
aromas that create a comforting, uplifting experience while you 
shower. Extracted from the wood of the cedar tree by steam  
distillation, cedar wood oil has properties that help combat 
stress, ease tension, and improve focus. Its natural cleansing 
properties and anti-inflammatory agents help clear out toxins, 
cure blemishes, and promote balanced skin. Its oil is commonly 
used as a natural insect repellent. Lather up!

The Cabin Soap 
Sustainable I Rainforest Alliance Soap Base

Our newest member to the Wood & Forest Aromatics line, The 
Cabin Soap contains the highest number of essential oils of any 
Kalastyle bar, and include: fir needle, juniper, cedar leaf, clove, 
and cassia bark - just to name a few! Bring the outdoors in, and 
fill your shower with cool, soothing scents of clean, crisp forest 
air. A handsomely stamped bar comes in cozy, earth-toned  
packaging featuring a classic log cabin in the woods. All are  
welcome! Made with sustainable oils. Lathers perfectly.

7 66257 02916 3

Product No. 2916

10 oz. candle  
$13.50 ea. 
6 pack

Cedar Wood Candle 
Hand- poured I GMO-free Soy Base

Cedar Wood Oil is thought to be one of the first essential oils 
extracted from nature. Its warm, calming aromas help reduce 
stress, improve focus, and create a sense of grounded relaxation. 
No wonder its oil is a symbol of protection, wisdom, and abun-
dance! Locally hand-poured in Upstate New York, this incredibly 
soothing candle features a GMO-free soy wax base and sturdy 
cotton wick. Enjoy 80 hours of a clean & beautiful burn. Added 
bonus: its oil is a natural insect repellent!
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Made Locally – USA
WOOD AROMATICS
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8 001673 800050

8 001673 111378

Product No. 80005

Made in Italy 
$9.25 ea. 
6 pack 

Product No. 11137

Made in Italy 
$8.75 ea. 
12 pack

Omega Dark Wooden Shave Brush
Made in Italy I Natural Boar Hair Bristles

Four generations of a family-run business, Omega is quickly 
approaching nearly 90 years of excellent brush-making and 
shaving. An easy-to-use starter brush for first time wet shavers, 
the Omega Wooden Shave Brush is made with professional, 
high-quality boar hair. This is a men’s go-to favorite brush for a 
reliable, daily shave. A handsome, dark wood grain handle makes 
this brush look as good as it performs. An excellent men’s gift, 
and very travel-friendly!

Omega Light Wooden Shave Brush & Holder
Made in Italy I Natural Boar Hair Bristles

Founded in 1931, Omega has become the go-to trusted brand 
for shavers around the globe. An easy-to-use starter brush for 
first time wet shavers, the Omega Wooden Brush & Holder make 
for a reliable, clean, daily shave. High-quality, natural boar hair 
holds and transforms all soaps (soft or hard) into a dense, rich, 
foamy-lather. Designed for easy gripping, the light wood grain  
handle is equal parts sturdy and comfortable. The convenient 
shave brush holder provides quick & clean drying. Travel friendly!

7 66257 02910 1

Product No. 2910

5.8 oz. bar 
$3.50 ea. 
12 pack

Big Pine Mountain Spruce Soap
Sustainable I Rainforest Alliance Certified Soap Base

With the aroma of warm mountain air, Big Pine Mountain Soap 
invigorates the body and refreshes the bather. Enjoy a slice of  
the forest in the shower. A great gift for anyone who enjoys the 
great outdoors.

*See full Omega Collection at www.kalastyle.com
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7 62570 00400 9

7 62570 00401 6

7 62570 00402 3

Product No. 400

Four 5.8 oz. bars 
$12.00 ea. 
6 pack

Product No. 401

5.8 oz. bar 
$3.75 ea. 
12 pack

Product No. 402

2.8 oz. bar 
$2.50 ea. 
6 pack

Lightfoot’s Single Pure Pine Soap 
Athletic Soap I 100 year-old Tradition I Classic Pine

A staple of the active man’s shower. The Lightfoot single bar is a 
household must. Whether he has just played 18 holes or mowed 
the grass, make sure his Lightfoot Pine Soap is waiting for him 
when he is done and ready to clean up and relax.

Lightfoot’s Pure Pine Soap 
English-style Craftsmanship

Since 1890 Lightfoot’s Pure Pine Soap has been the bathing choice for the discerning gentleman. The aromatic freshness of the 
pine forest is the perfect skin tonic after athletic activity.

Lightfoot’s Shave Creme Soap 
Athletic Soap I 100 year-old Tradition I Classic Pine Scent

With it’s rich lather and powerful pine aroma this shave soap  
provides a clean invigorating shaving experience. Couple with 
one of our Omega shave brushes and he is good to go!

Lightfoot’s Pure Pine 4-Bar Set
Athletic Soap I 100 year-old Tradition I Classic Pine

This is a true gentleman’s classic. Four bars of Lightfoot soap 
are housed in a textured natural paper. This is a perfect gift for 
Father’s Day, holidays, and birthdays. This gift will make him smile.

This item is also available in BULK (No. 403).  
Please see price sheet for details.
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7 66257 01500 5

Product No. 1500

5.3 oz. bar 
$4.25 ea. 
12 pack

The Season Soap 
Sustainable I Rainforest Alliance Soap Base

‘Tis the Season! It’s time for something special. The Season 
Soap is scented with neroli essential oil distilled from the  
fragrant flowers of the beautiful orange tree. A cheerful mixture 
of nutmeg, sandalwood, and vanilla oils create mood-boosting 
aromas that fill the home and bath.

The tailored box features a festive flat-lay of seasonal objects  
to create one of Holiday’s most cherished symbols – the TREE! 
This gorgeous bar is made locally in the USA, and is free  
of parabens, silicones, phthalates, EDTA, and gluten.

8 410225 512219

No. 3234

15 ml tin 
$3.50 ea. 
12 pack

Yummy Cotton Candy Lip Balm
Pefumeria Gal I Madrid Spain

Perfumeria Gal Lip Balms have been soothing cracked, dry  
lips for over 100 years. This yummy cotton candy flavored balm 
comes housed in a smiling, antique reproduction tin, and makes 
the perfect stocking stuffer!

Handbag-friendly, this mood-boosting and conditioning lip  
treatment adds a healthy, stick-free shine any time of day.  
Perfect for layering underneath lipstick, or on its own for a  
more natural look.

7 66257 00576 1

Product No. 576

5 oz. bar 
$4.00 ea. 
6 pack

Swedish Dream® Christmas Soap 
Sustainable I Rainforest Alliance Soap Base

Open up some magic this holiday season with the Swedish 
Dream® Christmas Soap! The zenith of merry making and  
celebration is captured with the child placing lit candles, shining 
stars, apples & garland on the festive Christmas Tree, while 
snowflakes gently fall and the family prepares for gift giving. 

This creamy white holiday soap is shaped like a snow-dome  
and embossed with a beautiful tree. High-spirited scents of  
cinnamon, apple spice and lavender will brighten your bathing,  
like lights on a tree!

Kalastyle
Holiday

Please	visit	our	website	Kalastyle.com	to	view	our	full	collection.



“KA” and “LA”. That’s us after arriving back from Portugal in 1988. We eloped on our bicycles. No suitcases. 
No computers. No cellphones. Fax machines were the “new” latest technology.

Back in Rhode Island, we decided to quit corporate life and start our own business, importing Old World European 
products that people could not purchase without buying a plane ticket (the “world wide web” didn’t exist yet). What 
did we know about importing? Nothing.

So, it all began in a New England farmhouse, an outbuilding shared with chickens, geese, and goats. Inventory 
from Europe was shipped from our unheated garage known as the “Shipping Department.” Orders were packed in 
discarded liquor store boxes collected the night before, known as a “Box Run.” We couldn’t afford the weekly UPS 
pick up charge. It was $5.00 a week.

After 30 years of small family business, the chicken coop and garage turned into a 30,000 square foot building we 
own, and employees that we treasure. Transitioning a number of years ago to producing our own soaps, cremes, 
and candles both sustainably and locally gives us great pride. 

We have always designed our packaging in-house, which is “Kalastyle.” Our dedication to the exploration of using 
natural elements (from both land and sea) to formulate high-quality products that nurture the skin and senses has 
never been stronger.

The Kalastyle Family is so grateful for our cool, fun, tasteful, imaginative, sometimes crazy, hard working retailers. 
Many of you became family over the years. 

Thank you for continuing to support our smalll family business and shop Kalastyle!
– Kate & Lance

1988 • West Side, NYC 2016 • Jamestown, RI

Our Story
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Kalastyle Signage
Visual content increases message association, brand awareness, product engagement and SALES. 
Help tell the Kalastyle story and create an unforgettable, eye-catching display. 

Head to pos.kalastyle.com to download printable signage for your store. You can add these beautiful images into
your social media posts too! Tag us (@kalastylesoap) so we can repost and give you a shout-out. This helps new 
customers find you, and encourages everyone to ‘Shop Local.’

Testers
We’re known for our bold packaging, which is step #1 for in-store customer engagement. Help encourage your 
shoppers to sniff, feel and try the product by putting out testers! This helps sell the product even faster. We offer testers 
at half the wholesale cost.

@kalastylesoap

kalastyle@kalastyle.com

kalastyle.com 1.800.755.5252

1.401.941.6289

1655 Elmwood Ave. Bldg 44 Cranston, RI 02910
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